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2 JkE2 " MITS A.SD LL'TLNG AYTY SYS, S--.CS 

2.1 ,. ' LLZ T, RkL;.C=OR CURE 

AolicabilitY 

Applies to the ~imiting combinations of thermal power, Reac:or Coolant 

System pressure and coolant temperature during four-loop operation.  

Ub e ive 

To maintain the integrity of the fuel cladding.  

S oecification 

The combination of thermal power level, coolant pressure, and coolant temperature 

shall not exceed the lmits shown in Figure 2.1-1 for four-loop 

operation. The safety limit is exceeded if the point 

defined by the aombination of Reactor Coolant Systez average temperature 

and power-4evel-s--t- any--t-ime-abo-ve-the--approprLate- pressue. --line.  

Basis 

To maintain the integrity of the fuel cladding and prevent .£ission product 

release, it is necessary to prevent overheating of the cladding under 

all operating conditions. This is accomplished by operating the hot region 

of =ne core within the mucleate boing reg-- of heat translar, 'herein 

the heat transfer coefficient is very large and the clad surface :tmeracurp 

is only a few degrees Fahrenheit above the coolant saturation temperature.  

The upper boundary of the nucleate boiling regime is termed de-arture 

from nucleate boiling (DNB) and at this point there is a sharp reduct.on 

of the heat transfer coefficient, which wuld result in high clad temperaLurns 

and the possibility of clad failure. DNB is not, however, an observable 

parameter during reactor operation. Therefore, the observable parameters: 

Amendment No.  
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:'he:=al power, reactor coolant :e=pera:u:_ an- pressure have been rela:e.  

:z :aN3 :.rough the W-3 DNB "2" grid geomecr7 correlacion. (3) .The W-3 DNB 
Correlation has been developed to predict the DNB flux and the location 
of DN3 for a-xially uniform and non--un orm heat flux distributions. The 
local D,3 heac flux ratio, DNBR, defined as the ratio of the heat flux 
chat would cause DNB ac a particular core location to the local heat flux, 
is indicative of the =argin to DNB. The minum= value of the DNBR during 
s:eady state operation, nodal operational transients, and anticipated 
:-ansients is l.iced to 1.30. This co.espcnds co a 95% probability a: 
a 95% confidence level chat :.N will not occur and is chosen as an appro

priate argin co DNYB for all operating condiions.(1) 

:he cur-;es of Figure 2.1-1 represent the loci of points of 

che.- power, coolant sys: pressure and average cempera:ure for which 
the -3. is no less than .1.30. The area where clad iteg:i-y is assured 

is bel- these lines.  

The calculation o! these limits includes an F iof 1.5, DN penlties .or 

increased pellet eccencrlc±:y, local power spikes, 3% uncertainty in :., u= to 24% 
steam cenerator tube ;,iuqcin., and a reference cosine with a ceak of L.55 for 

axial -ower shake.  

Figure 2.1-1 includes an allowance for an increase in the enchalpy 

rise hoc zha-nel factor at reduced power based on the expression: 

1.35 [l 0.2 (-F)] where ? is he rac:Ion of raced power.( 

he ccntrcl 7:d insertio.n-a._2ts are covered by Speclficacion 3.10.  
Hi er hot z.-zl fac-ors could occur ac lower power levels because 

additio-_. -ontrol rods are in :.he core. However, :he control rod 

.,-e!rtion l".:-s for four locp operation as dictated by 

FIgure 3.10-4, insures that the DNBR is always 

greater at partial power than at full pcwer. (3)
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DELETED

Figure 2.1-2. Core Limits - Three Loop Operation
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ATo = Indicated AT at rated power, <63.5°F 

Tavg = Average Temperature, OF 

Ts = Indicated Tavg at nominal'conditions at rated power, 574.7 0 F 

P = Pressurizer pressure, psig 

P4 = Indicated nominal pressurizer pressure at rated power = 2235 psig 

K1  < 1.135 

K2  = 0.0114 + .00057 

K3  0.00066 + .0000033 

K1  is a constant which defines the over temperature AT trip margin 

during steady state operation if the temperature, pressure and 

f (AI) terms are zero.  

K2  is a constant which defines the dependence of the overtemperature 

AT set point to Tavg 

K3  is a constant which defines the dependence of the overtemperature 

A T set point to pressurizer pressure.  

Al = qt - qb' where qt and qb are the percent power in the top and 

bottom halves of the core respectively, and qt + qb is total 

core power in percent of rated power.  

f(AI) = a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom 

detectors of the power-range nuclear ion chambers; with gains 

to be selected based on measured instrument response during plant 

startup tests, where qt and qb are as defined above such that: 

(a) for qt - qb within -20, + 10 percent, f(AI) = 0.  

(b) for each percent that the magnitude of qt - qb exceeds 

+ 10 percent, the AT trip set point shall be automatically 

reduced by an equivalent of 6.0 percent of rated power.  

(c) for each percent that the magnitude of qt - qb exceeds 

-20 percent, the AT trip setpoint shall be automatically 

reduced by an equivalent of 1.5 percent of rated power.

Amendment No. 40 2.3-2



(5) OverDower AT 

AT < ATo CK4 - K 5 dTavg - K6 (Tavg - T) - f(AI)]

where

ATo = indicated AT at rated power,- (100% full power measured 

AT, no greater than 63.50 F.) 

Tavg = average temperature, OF 

T' =indicated Tavg at nominal conditions at rated 

power, < 574.7 0 F 

K4 - 1.089 

K = 0 for decreasing average temperature 

> 0.175 sec/°F for. increasing average temperature 

K6  = 0 for T f T' 

> 0.0 0 1 1 6 for T > T' 

K4 is a constant which defines the overpower AT trip 

margin during steady state operation if the temperature 

and the f(AI) terms are zero.  

K5  is a constant determined by dynamic considerations to 

compensate for piping delays-from--t-he-core to the 

loop temperature detectors; it represents the combination 

of the equipment static gain setting and the time constant 

setting.  

K6 is a constant which defines the dependence of the 

overpower AT setpoint to Tavg* 

f(AI) = as defined above.  

dTavg = 

dt rate of change of Tavg 

(6) Low reactor coolant loop flow: 

(a) _> 90% of normal indicated loop flow 

(b) Low reactor coolant pump frequency- _ 55.0 cps 

(7) Undervoltage - > 70% of normal voltage 

Amendment No.
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" M:::TNC c2"-r ..... " FO?, ' ?E....  

For the cases where no exception time £s s.ecified for inoperable componen-. , 

this :ime is assumed to be zero.  

. .REACTOR COOLAT SY.Si 

Apolicability 

Applies to the operating s:z:us of the Reac or Coolant System; operational

components; heacup, cooldon, criticality, ac:ivity, chemistry and leakage.  

Obj ecrive 

.o specify those limiting conditions for operation of the Reactor Coolant 

System-which must be met :o ensure safe reactor operation.  

Soecification 

A. OP -XTLNAL CON-T3S 

1. Coolant Pumps 

a. At least one reactor coolant pump or one residual heat 

removal pump in the Residual Hea- Removal S&'stem when 

cotnected to the Reactor Coolant System shall be in 

operation when a reduction is made in hC boron concen

:ration o! the reactor coolant.  

b. "hen the reactor is criical and above 2 rated power,

except !or natural circulation tests, at least two 

react:or coolant pumps shall be in operation." 

c. The reactor shall. not be operated at power levei: above 10% rated 

power with less than four (4) reactor coolant loops in operation.  

Amendment No.  
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,-' te borocc :-a:±n of the -eactor Coalant Syvt,= is to be 

.-dUC' be pr-cess must be uifo. to- prevent sudden zcac:ivity changes 

in he reactor. !--'ing of t-he ._eac:or coola=: " llb be sufficien- tz 

ncaic a un:-m -Z-crr. cooct atio. if at least one reactor zooian: 

IWk7:o or one residual heat re=ova. pu=p is r--nning whiLle the change Is 

tAiCng place. The resiiual heat removai ;u_--p will circu-late the ? ..  

sys= vol-- in approxLma ely one half hour. The pressurizer is of no 

concer= because of the low prezsur:zer volume and because the pressurier 

boron concentratizn will be highar than that of the rest of the reactor 

coolant.  

Heat tZrnsfer an.alyses shcw that reactor heat equivalent to 10Z of rated 

power can 'e :e=oved "ith =acural :±-rulation only (1): he=ce, the 

specified upper 1.fi: of Z' rated power without operating p=ps provi"2s 

a subscan±a2. safety facc:r.  

The reactor shall not be operated at power levels above 10% rated power 

with less than four (4) reactor coolant loops in operation until 

safety analyses for less than four loop operation have been submitted 

by the licensee and approval for less than four loop operation at 

power levels above 10% rated power has been granted by the Commission.  

(See license condition 2.C.(3)) 

Each of t"e pressurizer code safecy valves is designed to re-lieve C,OC0 

lbs. per b. of saturated steam a: the valve set poi=t.  

If no residual heat were removed by the Residual Heat Removal System the 

a=un of steam ;.tich could be -eerated a: safety valve relief pressure 

would be less :han half the capaci:7 of a single valve. One valve 

therefore provides adequate protec:czc --or over ressuri -at - m-.  

The c==bi=ed capaci:7 of the three Pressurizer safet7 valves is greater 

th=A the - surge rate resulti=g frm c-mplate loss of load (2) 

without a direc: reac:or tr-p or any other control.  

The requir-em-nt that 150 kw of pressurizer heaters and their associa:ed 

controls be capable of being supplied electrical power fro= an eer;se nc 

bus prtvides assurance that these heaters can be energ±:ed during a loss 

of offsi±e pcwer condit on to =ain:ain natural c:r:ulaton at hot shutdowm.  

The pmor operated reliaf valves (?ORVs) operate to relieve RICS pressure 

below zhe set n!g of the pressuriz.er code safety valves. These relief 
valves have remotel7 operated block valves to provide a positive shutoff 

c pabil.t7 should a rel-ef valve become inoperable. The electrical 

pcver for both the relief valves and the block valves is capable of 

being supplied from an esmrgenc7 power source to ensure the abilit7 to 
seal off possible RCS leakage paths.  

References 

1) ?SAR Section 14.1.6 

2) IAR S.ction 14.1.a 

I, -
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Applies to'"-.he I ;Z- .. .. .0 iss . - r c r iJ ons and "o 

on control -.:zd oper3iOns.  

Gb jec ives: 

To ensure: 

.. Core subcriticalit after reactor trip, 

2. Acceptable core power d s:ributiOn during power operation in order :o main

taim fuel integri:y in no.--a! operation and transients associated w-.i:h 

faults of. moderate frequency, supplemented by automatic pro-ec-ion and 
by 

ad--iniscracive procedures, and to =intain the desi.gn basis .n...2. :cn

dicians for -i -faul.ts, and 

3. Limit potential reac:iviy insertions caused by hypoche:ical 
co n:rol rod 

ej ection.  

Soecificat cns: 
3.10.1 Shu:dow -Reac:iv." 

The shucdc-.r margin shall be at least as great as shown in Figure 3.10-h.  

3.10.2 Po-er Distribui:on :imris 

3.10.2.1 At all times, except during lov power physics zescs, :.he ho: channel 

factors defined in the basis must -er -he fo2.lowing li-s: 

F (Z) < (2.1 4 /p) x K(Z) for P > 0.5 

F (Z) < (4.-2-) k K(Z) for ? < 0.5 

FN < "1.55 (1 0 .2 (1-?)] 

where P is the fracticn of full pcwer ac which :he core is Uera:inz.  

K(Z) is the fraction given in FTigure 3.10-2 and Z is "he ccre 

location of FQ.

~L2.
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on hca * t ix re'lidr'd ror manufact'iring, 01erzrices. T4he enstineerotrig !.a:or 
all1ow; For loc,0. ;riations In erirtchment', P el: dernsicy and dtnv1:Cr, 

louroi~c rro of .r~o tl r-d and tcflccnt4c"y of :he gap hacw.cen pejlez an S clad.. tCombined qet!isic.atiy the net effec.: is a factor of 1.03 to be 
app~lled. to fuel roa surface heat !lux.  

NUclear Ern.h.lov Rise Hoc CThannel Factor, is deftned as the ratio 
af the integral ot linear ;o.jer along the rod wit the highest incegra:ed 

power tc the average rod power.  

1I, shoul he noced !ha: is basei1 un an integral an is used as such 
in :he DNS czlculacions. Local heac fluxes are obcainedb sn o 

channel ind 'adja',er .-hannel exptli-it powet shapes which take Inco account 
variz:ionA in hrtzonta'd (x-v) power shapes :hug!-ou: the co:re. 71hu-s :-e 
horizontal ;-owc'r shave at the point of =aximum heac flux Is not necessa:.2..  

directly~ relat:.d to _ 

~ ~'.d e.~e~c~Of 2.14 times ',he ==aj'_:e aigfczat2 

ofex--n CZ, r .10-2 =a b:een A,-M---ded Kni~ ih~ z 

andI Ls satisfied ~va1 crating eus ns1stent wi t

Zhe 'c" ~ ca' ~. ~ r, as n 

~et...33. . z esuilts of the Icss of ac___4ent a-.a~ses 

1: sedl cr. t.,s =ce 1:ed r=?7ize-d enme.--e of ?ir3. 10-2 da~-c.  
strate a ceak'clad terperatureof 1995 0 t' w-i~h is below 
.ceak clad temperature limit of 22000 F. L2 

When an 7,memsluremenc is taken, both experimental error and =nu!eac:ujr4ng 

Z:t n -ap kei7 wj:~h cli moveable Inc-zre ecec:or f.ux =zp'pin; 
31!3 Ce- inid :hre", percent Is the approprta:e allowance for manufac:urinr, 

In th-e -RI-Cificd ltnvIr of t here Is a A percenc allowance for.  
uncerta&t:cls witich me-ins that normal operation of th core is exrec: 
to' result in 1.55/1.118. The logic 1hchind the larger uncer:aL-1-i) In 

:!Mse~ 1.2 :hi:4?rnrr.t:u:bacio,.s in :"-.e radial* nooer sh.zpC



'of. flux dlfference con:rol and cont.l 71bank inser:ion l±mi:s,are 

.V e 4ux -i'ffere.. refers ,c the re.-.. in S.nals e:-ee.  

the and o:c veaves c - sc-se:cr, n ex zr e n" er-n de-e:c. .

mflux d-fcrenca is a measure of :he axial offset which is defined as 

-the dif erence in noral.zcd pcwer between tho :cp.and bo:om halves 
of the core.  

N 
The per=i::ed relaxatior in allows radial po-'er shape changes with rh o ei d ielaxa ion 14 
rod insert:ion to :he 4nserrion 1imi:s. It has been de:e-ined that 
provtded the above condicns 1 through 4 are observed, these ho: channel 
factors - arzi.s a.e met. n Spec4.. .c.t.n 3.10.?, isrbi-rarv.  

.. ? .f ,(ex:e- for low power physics tests).  

The procedures for axial power distribution co-:--c1 need to above are 

designed to tih.ize :he ffects of xenon redisr-r or. -n the axia_' ;-:2 

discribu:-:cn during load-follow maneuvers. Basicall-y, con:tol o ."

difference is required to li-i: :he difference bet'een the current val., 

of :: Difference (LT) and a r-ference value -'hich . espcnds :: the f -_ 

power equi-lirium va-ue of A-al' Offse: (Axial Offset - -!/frzcztonal power).  

7he reference value of flux difference varies with power level and burnup 

but expresse- as axial ofse: it varies only wth:.bh--.  

The technical specif!ca:ions on power distribu: n :- assure t-.at 
upper bound envelope of 2.14 :imes Figure 3.10-2 is not exceeded and xenon 

distribu:ions are no: deelcped which at a later :-i-e, woul cause ;'ea'.e 

local tower peaking even though the flux difference is then -r-hin the 

li-_i:s specified by the procedure.  

The :ar~et (or reference) value of fltx difference is dee.ined as 

follows. .At any tie that equl.briu.n xenon c-nd*:cns have been 

established, t., indicated flux difference is noted "vi:, 

the control rod bank -orc 

than 1.:O steps w.:hdra.- (i.e. nor.2l.full power opera:in; -csi'icn 

appropria:e for the cine in life, usually -i:hdr-- :ar:her as burnup 

3 i.0- i 

2 . ...> •,
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Figure 3.10-5 Insertion Limits 100 Step 

Overloop 3 Loop Operation
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O 6ectior I - uescri-pLon or MoQi _catlon to z r'ecnnica± Spec1Zic -ons The proposed changes to the Technical Specificatiqns are shown 
in Attachment I. Sections 2.1, 2.3, 3.1 and 3.10 of the Technical 
Specifications have been revised. These proposed changes delete 
references to three loop operation and incorporate the results 
of a recent ECCS reanalysis which modifies the reactor core limits.  

The Westinghouse ECCS reanalysis report is based on a steam generator 
tube equivalent plugging level of twenty-four (24) percent and is 
enclosed as Attachment III to this submittal.  

Section II - Purpose of, Modification to the Technical Specifications 

The purpose of the modification is to revise the IP-3 Technical 
Specifications so as to comply with the ECCS reanalysis for up 
to 24% steam generator equivalent tube plugging. References to three 
loop operating have been deleted from the Technical Specifications 
since IP-3 is restricted to 10% power or less for less than four 
loop operation.  

Section III - Impact of the Change to the Technical Specifications 

The proposed changes to the Technical Specifications do not require 
modifications of any system or subsystem. This change will permit 

*- plant operations with a higher percentage of steam generator tubes 4 plugged. This requires a lower heat flux peaking factor value to 
meet peak clad temberature requirements, based on the approved 
Westinghouse 1981 model. The modification as proposed will not 
impact the ALARA or Fire Protection Program at IP-3, nor will it 
adversely impact the environment.  

Section IV - Implementation of the Modification to the Technical 
Specifications 

The proposed changes to the Technical Specifications are included 

as Attachment I to this letter.  

Section V - Conclusion 

The incorporation of these modifications: a) will not change the 
probability nor the consequences of an accident or malfunction of 
equipment important to safety as previously evaluated in the 
Safety Analysis Report: b) will not increase the possibility for 
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated 
previously in the Safety Analysis Report; c) will not reduce the 
margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical 
Specification; and d) does not constitute an unreviewed safety 
question.  

Section VI - References

(a) IP-3 FSAR 

(b) IP-3 SER
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wen :,v- Cjr2er: fe'Ar; a i (c 

The loss of Cooian Ac:i ent (LOCA has : ...... rni 

Unit III with 24% S.G. tubes plugged. The following information amends 

Safety Analysis Report section on Major Reactor Coolant System Pipe 

Ruptures. The results are consistent with acceptance criteria provided 

in reference 1.  

The descri-pion of the various aspec:s cf the LOCA analysis is given in 

WCAP-8839 [2]. The individual computer codes which comprise the Westing

house Emergency Core Cooling System CCS) evaluation model are describet 

in detail in separate reports a ong wth code m c C rspenf --e t 

in references 7, 9, 1C, 11, 12, 1-3 and 1.. The analysis presented here 

was perfmored with the 198 version of the evaluation model which inol-des 

modifications delineated in reference i6.

Page 1 of 84



Result s 

The- analysis of the loss of coolan-t ac:-ident is perfCrmed at !02 percent 

of tr, licensed core power rating. Tne peak linear power and total cre 

power used in the analysis are given in Table 2. Since there is margin 

between the value of peak linear power density used in this analysis and 

the value of the peak linear power density expect.ed during plant opera

tion, the peak clad tamperature calculated in this analysis is :reater 

than the maximum clad tamperaturs expeced to exist.  

Table 1 presents the occurence time for various events throuchcut the 

ac:icdent transient.  

Table 2 ,resents selected input values and results from the hot fuel r: 

thermal transient caIculation. For these results, the hot spo- is 

defined as *.he location of maximum pe _k cI ad - eratures-. Tha 6 1

tion is specified in Table 2 for each break analyzed. The location is 

indicated in feet which presents elevation azove the bottom of the 

active fuel stack.  

Table 3 presents a suxrary of t.ne various c:nt-ainment sys:as :raeeers 

and structural parame'eters whicn were used as input to the CCCO c:mouter 

ccde[6] used in this analysis.  

Tables 4 and S present reflocd mass and energy releases to the c.ntain

ment, and the broken loop accumulator mass and ener•cy release to the 

containment, respectively.

-2-



The results of several sensitivi:Y1 studies are re--r~e L J These 

results are for cnditions which are not 1im itinc in nature and hence 

are reported on a generic basis.  

Figures I through 17 present the transients for the principle parame:ers 

for the break sizes analyzed. Tne following itams are noted:

Figures t% 3 

Figures 4A - 6C:

Figures 7A -9r: 

Figures !OA - ..C; 

Figures !ZA -- 2C.

Quality, mass velocity and clad heat tr-nsfer coeffi

cient for the hots~o: and burst locations 

Core pressure, break flow, and c:r. pressure drop.  

The break fcw is the sum o f the fi ;wrates from to:h 

ends of the cuillotine break. The core pressure dr:p 

is taken as the pressure Just bef.re -he core inle: 

to the pressure just beyond the core outlet 

Clad taempera:ure, fluid tam-eraure and -ore flow.  

The clad and fluid tLperatures are for the hot spot 

and burst locations 

Oownccmer and c:re water level curina - eflccd, ano 

flooding rate 

Emergency core cooling systam fiowrates, for both 

ac:umulatcr and pumped safe:y injection

-3-



Figres &1, 17:

z nataiinment pressure an czre Power transien.ts 

Brea-k ner:y release during blowdown and te ccnt.ain

ment wai 1.ndensimg he-at transffer co.efficient f'r 

the worst break



na'"7q~' < --rssure Relief 

3ranch-7 ecnical mo n i aon C... zz:es :Sa: r'e S, 6uation of a osn~ai me " 

pressure relief system design should include "an analysis of the reduction in 

containment oressure resulting from the cartial loss of containment atmosphere 

during -P e accident -or -ECCS backoressure ce-em na-ion. An analysis has 

teen :er-ormed for :ndian Poin-: nit 3 based on :ne iliiing FAC analysis 

case D~."EL break, C6 :,0.4) , nich as btained ,s-:nc "ne 981 Westincnousa 

Evaluation Moael.  

Valves in he containment pressure relief system will close shortly after the 

beginning of a postulated LOCA transient based on the response to the contain

ment isolation signal. The containment pressure relief at Indian Point 
Unit 3 

consists of Z single 10-inch pressure relief line.  

This line is conservatively re resenzed in the analysis by the following 

modei 

1. The frictional resistance associated w4 tn :uc: entrance sfno 

exit bases, filters, duct work bends and skin friction has not 

been considered.  

-an coasdo .vn efrects are ionored.  

system ducts at the inception of the LOCA.  

4. A 3.5 second valve closure time is considered. 'Io credit is 

taken for the reducton in flow area with .-.ime as the valve 

moves towards the fully closed :osition.



mixture of steam ano air will pass :hrough the ccntainment pressure relief lines 

during the time that the isolation valves are assumed to remain open.  

The effects of varying the exhaust gas composition have been investigated 

by considering two extreme cases, air flow exclusively and steam 
flow 

exclusively. For the purposes of this analysis it was conservatively 

assumed that critical flow will be established thru the pressure relief lines 

at the inception of the LOCA and will be maintained until valve closure time.  

Equation (4.18) in reference (17) was used to calculate the critical flow 

of air thru the maximum available area (10" diameter/line). Figure 14 of 

reference (18) was used to establish the critical flow rate of steam through 

the pressure relief lines. The total mass released during the time in whicn te 

valves are assumed to be open is calculated as 247.5 lbs. of air ur 178.5 lbs.  

of steam.  

The reduction in containment pressure from the calculated mass 
loss is less 

than 0.1 psi in the case of either air flow or steam flow. A containment 

pressure reduction of this magnitude on the calculated peak clad temperature 

(PCT) is expected to be minor (less than 1.0'F).  

If consideration of the effects of containment pressure relief on LOCA is 

applied to the 24% tube plugging case (FQ=2.14) , no additional reduc ion in 

peaking is necessary.



C~nlusircs - Ther ,.i A avsis 

Far breaks up to and includin, the double ended severance of reactor 

coolant pipe, the Emergency Core Cooling SystEm will meet the Ac:eptanca 

Criteria as presented in 1C=-.O..46. That is: 

1. The calculated peak clad temperature does not exceed 2200r based 

on a total core Peking factor o-f__ 2_ 

2. The imounI of ueI enment cladding Ithat. rec:s chemi caly wit 

water or stea, does not exceed 1 percent of the total a.I unt of 

Zircalloy in the reactor.  

3. Tne clad temperature translen: is terminated at a time when th.e ::re 

gec-mety is still =enable to cooling. The cladding oxidtion 

limits of 17% are not .xceeded during or aftar quenching.  

4. The core teamerature is reduced and decay heat is remcved for an 

extended period of time, as rsuired by the lona-lived radioactivity 

re.aining in the =ore.
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